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Call to Order:   President Salameh called the meeting to order at 5:04 pm 
 
Attendance: Mariam Salameh (President-Chair), Marvin Hooker (Vice President), Gabriela Vivanco 
(Diversity); Gilbert Songalia (Arts); Jasmine Page (Business); Joshua Palmer (Student 
Organizations); Julianna Avalos-Gracia (Natural Sciences); Alejandro Ybarra (Graduate); Cheree 
Wisniewski (Humanities/Social Sciences); Chelsea Lewandowski (Athletics); Felipe Sanchez (At- 
Large); Venus Lopez (Environment); Ann Strahm (Faculty) Ron Noble (Dean of Students) 
 
Tardy:    
 
Absent:    
 
Staff:  Amber Deming, Governmental Affairs Administrator 
 
Guests: Clay Hobbs, Kate Brown, Kailey Fisicaro, Jerry Anderson, David Tonelli, Jessica 
Chang Irish 
 
Point Totals:  Felipe Sanchez has 5 points, Cheree Wisniewski has 4 points, Marilu Bonilla has 9 
points, Chelsea Lewandowski has 1 point 
  
Approval of Agenda: 
Motion made/seconded to approve agenda for October 1, 2013 (Hooker/Songalia).  
Motion passes (15-0-0) at 5:05 pm  
 
Approval of Minutes:  
Motion made/ seconded to approve minutes from September 17, 2013 (Songalia/Sancez).  
Motion passes (15-0-0) at 5:06 pm 
 
Motion made/seconded to approve minutes from September 24, 2013 (Songalia/Hooker).  
Motion passes (13-0-2) at 5:07 pm  
 
Announcements & Presentations:  

a. Communications and Public Affairs (David Tonelli and Jessica Chang Irish) 
 
David Tonelli and Jessica Chang Irish established that the came to talk about what they do 
and key initiatives. 
Tonelli asked if we had an idea of what Communications and Public Affairs does/is.   
The Board replied that they promote the university, market the university, act as public 
relations for campus and community, official filter for all external messages.  
Presenters stated that they act as the central communication unit for the campus; they oversee 
the website, media-legislative activities, social media, etc.  
 
David Tonelli  
• Redoing university main website which is to be launched in this Spring Semester; 
looking for student website; hasn’t been revised in 7 years; new website will interact with 
ipads/androids/etc.  
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Jessica Chang Irish: 
• Communications and Public Affairs specialist 
• Story-telling; positive; fun stuff about students and faculty 
• Promote how great our university is 
• Stories on our website with photos; trying to bring in more video elements on 
website/social media 
• Created video on campus sustainable garden and first day of school 
• Please let us know about fun, visual activities—let us know about the stories 
• Serves as liaison for business, arts, international education, education, student life 
• Any kinds of publicity coming from those colleges-they help with the official symbols 
 
We need to know what the stories are. People outside the university do not know what is 
going on. We need your help to let the community know! We need the amplification of your 
voice being there with us, especially with the legislature. All of this is about the students! 
When they hear about how things are affecting you, it is more powerful. We want to 
coordinate with what you are doing and encourage you to get involved.  
 
We need to be united in how we approach student issues. If the community knows nothing 
about us, why would they care? In terms of Governmental Relations, we need numbers; we 
need people. We look forward to working with you closely.  
 
President Salameh: We want to take our advocacy work on the federal level. Can you tell us 
more information about your role in CSU Hill Day and how we can prepare for that? 
David Tonelli: Presidents of CSU campuses go to DC to talk to our members in detail about 
what is affecting our universities on a federal level: grants, loans, etc. We talk about 
agriculture, for example. We are making sure our people see our presence there. We talk to 
our US Senators out there as well. We go to DC once per year to remind them all of the things 
that are important to us. I would encourage you to keep closely linked to us.  
Marvin Hooker: Are you going on behalf of Stanislaus or the entire CSU? 
David Tonelli: On behalf of CSU higher education.  
President Salameh: PELL Grants are a hot topic. They affect our first generation students. 
David Tonelli: They need to realize that things like financial aids, grants, and loans are 
important in these areas. They need to see the faces that go along with this.  
 
Marvin Hooker: Did the Farmers Market came out of your office? 
David Tonelli: We focus on getting the university and the community involved. W go out to 
the community. It was the President’s original idea. Our role was to make sure the campus 
knew about it. A lot of people came together very quickly, and enjoyed it. It was good for all.  
 
Marvin: Now that the Farmers Market has passed, does the President have any other projects? 
David Tonelli: We should hear about these things at the Investiture. “One: we are all one 
region, one university, one city.” We are really all part of one family. That will be a lot of 
what the President will be focusing on—activities will follow.  
 
Cheree Wisniewski: As student leaders, what can we do to help you? 
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David Tonelli: We need your input, your stories. I need to know how you guys see the world. 
Some stories about how it is like to be a student here. Can you see yourself here? You can 
help others understand what it is like to be here better than I can.  
Cheree Wisniewski: How can we physically help you? 
David Tonelli: Go to the website; look up who does what. 
 
Jessica Chang Irish: What are your roles in your individual colleges? 
President Salameh: To advocate on behalf of a college or special interest. President Salameh 
proceeded to explain roles.  
 
Jessica Chang Irish: You can contact me. James oversees the other colleges. Is our social 
media affective?  
Gilbert Songalia: It is a little overwhelming. 
David Tonelli: We will have a master list of those who are maintaining their websites. We 
would like student representatives and you all would certainly be qualified 
 
Ann Strahm: I am on the Turlock Farmers Market BOD. We were very pleased and would 
like to do it again: maybe several times next year. People appreciated it. Would a story about a 
homeless colleague who went through the MPA program and is now a professor be of interest 
to you? Who do I contact? James. I’m working on a grant to get MJC students to get to 
Stanislaus—would you be interested? Who do I contact? James.  
 
David Tonelli: In regards to the navigation and structure of the website, we know the search 
button is broken. We have a really lame app. It’s lame because it’s free. The new site is going 
to be responsive and recognizes if you are on a laptop, phone, ipad, etc. 
 

b. KCSS – Clay Hobbs 
 
Station Manager at KCSS, Clay Hobbs stated that he has been working at the radio station for 
four years. He stated that he has always wanted to do something big on campus and presented 
his idea of having a low cost concert for the community. It would get Music, Arts, Theater 
involved and bring other departments together to build community internally. He want it to be 
free and open to all ages. This is something he really wants to see happen and he is open to 
comments and questions.  
 
Mr. Hobbs stated that the radio station can run campus announcements for any department or 
event.  If you are a student, you can get involved by signing up with a journalism class.  
The radio station reaches out not to only the campus, but to the community. They are both 
over the airwaves and online—with a 6000 watt transmitter that can reach past Merced. 
 
Gilbert Songalia asked how many listeners they have and how many are on our campus. Mr. 
Hobbs replied that to find out how many listeners you have, you have to pay approximately 
$2,000, so they cannot find out who is listening.  
Ann Strahm asked if the listeners are online, can you see how many. Mr. Hobbs replied yes.  
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Chelsea Lewandowski asked how to make announcements over the air. Mr. Hobbs replied that 
you would talk to him.  
 
Gilbert Songalia asked what ASI could do to help KCSS. Mr. Hobbs replied that ASI could 
help by involving KCSS in our events, promoting events.  
The station is 91.9FM and the website is kcss.net.  

 
c. The Signal - Kailey Fisicaro and Kate Brown  

 
The Signal is a weekly class—the radio station and the newspaper are connected. The class is 
Journalism 3012. The class is on Tuesday and Thursday evenings. On Tuesday nights, 
students pitch topics about what is going on. The Signal also takes volunteers/contributing 
writers. The newspaper tries to focus on campus events to get others involved. They are able 
to get your events in the paper. Visit csusignal.com to contact them about news.  
 
They have been working very hard to boost awareness of The Signal. They received the most 
improved student organization award last year. Both presenters stated that it is a lot of fun and 
a lot of work. Journalistic writing helps improve all forms of writing. It is also something you 
can show your employers. You are a published writer.  
 
The organization is completely student run. They are not prior reviewed. If you want your 
voice to be heard, they are a good outlet. Their publishing deadline is at least the Tuesday 
before—by 7:15 PM—to be published the following Tuesday. Issues come out every 
Thursday. They have the ASI event calendar.  
 
They are looking to create a Warrior Survival Guide. They do not produce anything over 
summer or winter, and the last newspaper just sits there. The Warrior Survival Guide would 
have timeless articles, like how to cook on your own. It would include fun feature articles and 
everything a student would want to know.  
 
They are located in DBH by the Communications Department.  
 
President Salameh wanted to recognize their hard work as a student organization; She she has 
personally seen improvements from the Signal.  
 
Ron Noble stated that the Signal has to run the pros and cons of our referendums. 

 
d. Learning Services – Jerry Anderson 

 
A video was shown about Learning Services including distance learning, video conferences, 
studio production, and field production. All of these are assets that Leraning Services has but 
people are not really using them. They are available to students.  
 
They capture lectures. Forty percent of faculty allow it to be reviewed.Currently, forty-five 
lectures are being captured. The push for lecture capturing has come from the students—there 
has to be a need/push/desire from the students. It is a great asset to study after you go to class. 
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Some conerns include the fact that some teachers can be different. Senior seminars often do 
not want to be recorded. They fear students will not come to class. Currently, there are only 
two classes that do not require you to come to class.  
 
Marvin Hooker asked that if by enrolling in our class we give our okay to be on camera.  
Mr. Anderson replied that students are told that they can be filmed. If you are enrolled in a TV 
class, you are going to be filmed. Conversations are trimmed before and after the lecture. The 
teacher turns on or off camera and it is posted through blackboard. 
 
Gilbert Songalia asked what the future for Learning Services is.  
Mr. Anderson replied having anything videoed on campus, including video conferences with 
other students. They are evolving, but they’re looking into equipment to send over the internet 
to get cost down and set up a class for $500. They offer the equipment, resources and push 
things through UBAC.  
 
President Salameh asked if Mr. Anderson had thought about carrying it through academic 
senate.  
 
Ron Noble mentioned that there is a studio that can be used for a variety of things.  
 
Ann Strahm asked if they go off campus. Mr. Anderson replied yes.  
 
There are only three people in the department and they use students to film. They film UBAC.   
 
President Salameh was given the idea of starting a monthly ASI video message.  
 

Open Forum:   
 
Discussion: 

a. Club Allocation Procedures 
Marvin Hooker stated that the policy has not gone to policy committee yet, so the Board 
cannot vote on it yet, but they are changing the procedure.  
They are removing that fact that the budget is no longer just ASI, it includes USU.  
For consistency, it will also state Student Organizations. 
 
Major changes include 1.4 which states that student organizations cannot be in debt with ASI 
or the university.  
1.8 was eliminated which stated that a student organization cannot request more than $600  
1.9.4, 1.9.10 pertain to events such as dances, food sales.  
 
Budget committee is trying to utilize their time more efficiently. Therefore, they are trying to 
hold hold two cycles each semesters and only have two meetings for chartered student 
organizations to present. Fifty percent of the account will be allocated in the Fall and fifty 
percent in the Spring. They are allowed to receive $600. We do not have to give them all 
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$600; it is up to the budget committee. If we approve the funds and the student organizations 
does not use it, they have to return the money.  
  
A concern was brought up that if the student organization is not granted all of their request, 
will they still be able to proceed with their event.   
  
President Salameh asked about rationale for removing the cap. Marvin Hooker stated that 
each year the cap can be determined. The cap can change under the discretion of budget 
committee 
 
Section 3.5 states that members serving on the Budget Committee cannot present a proposal 
on behalf of their organization.  
 
An example was given that if Jasmine’s event does not meet all the standards, the Budget 
Committee has to vote unanimously to approve it. That has been eliminated.  
 
Policies have to be approved on the board level. Procedures only have to be discussed.  
 
Joshua Palmer stated that he feels that the problem will be with only have two cycles.These 
are student run organizations that are sometimes unorganized; two is better than one, but it is 
still tricky.   
 
Two times a semester means that there are four opportunities per year.  
 
Marvin Hooker stated that rechartering clubs and orgs have not chartered yet. Technically, a 
lot of those clubs will be pushed to get there work done. Officers should know that they 
should be responsible and have dates in mind.  
Joshua Palmer stated that it is not that they are lazy; the chartering process is difficult! That is 
why it gets delayed a bit.  
 
Ron Noble stated that our campus has a relatively long term for chartering; over a month is 
unheard of elsewhere.  
 
Marvin Hooker stated that we need to crack down our stuff and they should crack down on 
theirs.  
 
The following dates were brought up for student organization proposals: October 29th, (3 
weeks—need to meet with Taylor Hendrix a week before) President Salameh requested 
November 5th (other date conflicts with ASI event). Dates TBA.  
 
Marvin Hooker asked how much money should be used in the first cycle and how much 
should be used in the second. Cheree Wisniewski suggested that a quarter in the first, a 
quarter in the second, etc.  
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This will be promoted via a memo explaining the changed process and procedures. It will also 
be available for access on the blackboard forum. We are trying to make more student 
organizations aware of this money.  
 
Joshua Palmer stated that that is a good idea. It gets people to use the money. We must also be 
aware that these students do not have formal training.  

 
Action Items: 
 
Corporate Staff Reports: 
 
Director Reports: 
 
Executive Reports: 

 
Other Reports: 
 
Closing Comments: 
 
Marvin Hooker: ASI BOD in the quad from 11am-1pm tomorrow. We will be handing out cards 
where students can write their issues. The purpose is to get discussion topics for the open forum. We 
are looking for five issues to discuss.  
President Salameh: The student open forum will be a discussion for next meeting; it will be a very 
important day! 
 
President Salameh: I need you to start reporting on your activities as BOD. If you are on UWC, we 
need to be informed in order to advocate on the same level. Please meet with your Deans (maybe 
twice a month) so you can have more information about what is going on on-campus. Please form 
your constituency committees. That will be a great resource. They do not even have to meet every 
week. You can even create a private Facebook group and ask them a question once a week. You can 
also use the blackboard page. Ask the SLD office to create a group. Any student can be a part of the 
open forum.  
Gilbert Songalia: is it mandatory to do that? I just go and talk to people. Do I have to create these 
things? 
Mariam Salameh: Your position was made for constituency committee - as long as you are active and 
report about it. We also need to be informed.  
 
Our Board Meetings are open to the public. Maybe one week we can bring three people to the 
meeting- it can be part of our visibility.  
 
Ron Noble: Fanfest on the October 12th.   
 
Ann Strahm: Two-pass system has passed from 10 to 12 units! Now going to University President to 
sign.  
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Adjournment: 
Motion made/seconded (Songalia/Page) to adjourn the meeting. 
Motion passes unanimously (15-0-0) at 7:10pm. 
 
Minutes approved by: ______________________________ Date: __________________ 
   Mariam Salameh, President 
 
 
 
Minutes prepared by: ______________________________ Date: __________________ 
   Maggie Ruiz, Executive Assistant 


